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‘Power to the Polls’ draws crowds
Indianapolis
Women’s March
takes strides toward
voter participation
Hannah Stumpf
News Co-Editor

On Jan. 20, an estimated high
of 4,000 people (www.indystar.
com) banded together to march
from the American Legion Mall
to the Indiana Statehouse. The
occasion marks the one year anniversary since the first Women’s
March in 2017.
Last year’s march was held
to raise awareness for women’s
rights and a stance against the
political climate at the time.
This year, the theme was “Power to the Polls,” a call to community members to register in
time for the midterm elections
in November.
The Indiana Chapter’s official website, wmwindiana.org,
states that the march is “(o)rganized by women and those who
support the power of women’s
voices and leadership, The Indiana Chapter of the Women’s
March on Washington is (a) fully inclusive, NON-VIOLENT movement, calling on all defenders
of human rights to join us for
the first step towards unifying
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Homemade posters dotted the
crowds at the Women’s March.

our communities.”
Senior Rachel Campbell also
noted strong intersectionality
present at the march. “As part
of the peacekeeping force, I was
standing with two women. . . . (O)
ne was a biracial woman, and she
had a full ‘fro . . . and the third
woman was Muslim and was
wearing a hijab. . . . (I)t was cool
to have such a diverse group of
people just on one corner because we could talk about our experiences and intersectionality.”
Speakers addressed several
diverse topics, which included
the desire for women's rights,
abortion rights, environmental protections, LGBTQ+ rights
and racial equality. Some precinct committee persons and
st at e p ar ty d el egat e s were
also present.

“We are organizing travel
to the Washington March
as well as Sister Marches
in Indianapolis and Lafayette. We have partnered
with churches, non-profits
and other activist groups
from Indiana to promote the
March and ensure participation from a diverse group of
people.”
Bus routes were advertised on
the chapter’s Facebook page, participants carpooled and volunteers raised money to sponsor
low-income participants. Some
volunteers carried registration
forms to enable everyone present
a chance to vote in the upcoming midterms.
“The Indiana planning committee includes a diverse group of
volunteers from across the state,”
stated the Indiana Chapter’s webpage. “We are organizing travel to
the Washington March as well as
Sister Marches in Indianapolis and
Lafayette. We have partnered with
churches, non-profits and other
activist groups from Indiana to
promote the March and ensure
participation from a diverse group
of people.”

Photograph provided by Caleb Grube

Marchers voiced camaraderie and solidarity among the American people.

The Indiana Chapter partnered
with Angel’s Wings, Inc., a local
nonprofit that supports mothers
who have been or were incarcerated and their children. According to the chapter’s website, this
partnership will allow the Indiana Chapter to accept tax-deductible donations to support future
marches held in Indiana.
“Before I went to this march,
I did a lot of research on it,”

Campbell said. “I did research
on how it was going to be intersectional, looked up who was in
charge of this, and it was the same
people ( from the 2017 march) who
were women of color, and their
goal of the march was to combat
voter suppression by registering
people to vote.” It’s recommended to look up this information before participating.
echo@taylor.edu

Dashi (deli)mma
Dining Services sets
the record straight about
the new deli rumors
Chin Yi Oh
Staff Writer

For weeks there have been rumors
about the Dashi Noodle Bar, one of the
four stations in the LaRita Boren Campus Center, leaving and a deli coming
into play. Dining Services staff address
those rumors with goals for the future.
“It was going to be a deli, so the rumors about that are true. But we decided to wait on changing it at all, for
now,” Marketing Coordinator Rebekah
Stargel said. “We were planning on
changing (Dashi) around J-term, but
we discovered that what we were going
to replace it with wasn’t exactly popular or doable at the time.”
When Dining Services staff first
went through their sales, they noticed that Dashi wasn’t performing
very well. The staff then looked into
changing it, and after some ideas were
thrown around, the possibility of a deli
came up.
However, the change from a noodle
station to a deli did not end up happening, as many people were upset
that Dashi was leaving. This led to the
staff ’s decision to give Dashi another
shot to see its performance and reevaluate at the end of the semester.

“Originally, we were going to change
it because there wasn’t a lot of demand, but we saw that there was some
demand, and a lot of those were repeat
customers,” Retail Manager Andrew
Fisher said. “Although we weren’t seeing a lot of variation in customers, we
saw a lot of people coming back for it
time and time again. So we thought
we’d try it again this semester and see
what our numbers will look like after that.”
According to Stargel, some students
voiced their opinion that they would
want a deli, but the staff ’s main goal
is to cater to the majority of students
who want something different. However, they must ensure that there is a
variety of food.
Senior Sophia Hdija said she usually
does not like Dashi because every time
she tries something she is always deceived by how it tastes. However, the
coconut curry soup is a staple that
she does eat because it is the one she
trusts, even though sometimes the rice
is missing.
“As a whole, we are going to constantly try to improve on what is currently in place and what is coming, we
are always keeping students in mind,
we’re trying to do our best to give you
what you want, that tastes good and
looks good,” Stargel said when asked
about what students can expect this
semester. “We have a new executive
chef at the Dining Commons, who
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The Dashi Noodle Bar is a favorite among regular customers.

is really passionate about consistency and improvements on the quality
of food.”
Stargel said students can expect
more upgrades and changes, and the
staff are always going to innovate on
what can be better and what new
products to implement so students
have a variety of choices.
Even though there is no change to
Dashi, Fisher said a new addition for
all students is five meal swipes per
week that can be used at the Campus
Center. The addition, implemented since J-term, means that every

student can eat five meals of Chickfil-A, Fresh, Emma and Charlie’s or
Dashi from Monday through Friday
as they choose to.
“The reason was to give students an
option; students want to eat here, and
we want to be able to provide them
with that,” Fisher said. “Another reason is to cut back on the behind-thescenes work that it takes to do meal
transfers, on the students and on our
end, as it wasn’t easy. We wanted to
eliminate that, and this seemed like
the best option.”
echo@taylor.edu
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“I’m very excited about starting this job as dean,” Miller
said. “I’m really blessed to be joining a community that is
reaching out to me.”
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Welcome, Grace Ju Miller

Taylor welcomes
new dean of the
School of Natural
and Applied Sciences

Emily Rachelle Russell
Staff Writer

This June, Taylor University will welcome to campus the new dean of the
School of Natural and Applied Sciences, Grace Ju Miller.
Miller has a varied and experienced background in academic and
leadership positions. She is currently a professor of biology at Indiana
Wesleyan University (IWU) and is
on sabbatical conducting research
in Taiwan on rice bioinformatics,
according to Taylor University Provost Jeff Moshier’s announcement. A
few of her previous positions include
faculty chair of the biology department at Gordon College, high school
biology teacher in an orphanage in
Morocco and seed bank director of
Educational Concerns for Hunger
Organization (ECHO) in Florida. Miller has enjoyed traveling, working and
teaching in Central America, Kenya
and Southeast Asia.
Dan Hammond, professor of chemistry and chair of the department of
chemistry and biochemistry at Taylor, was in charge of the search committee consisting of the chairs of each
department at Taylor and a few other
individuals. The process for hiring the
new dean followed a similar format
as hiring for any other faculty opening. According to Hammond, about
a dozen applicants submitted their
curriculum vitae and other requested materials. After Skype interviews
with qualified applicants, three candidates were invited to campus for interviews in person.

Though this is Miller’s first employed position at Taylor University, she has been in relationship with
Taylor for several years. Mike Guebert, professor and department chair
of the earth and environmental science department, has known Miller
for eight years.
“She has a lot of ideas, and she has
a lot of energy,” Guebert said. “She’s
a very relational person. Those are
the things that I appreciate(,) that I
think she will bring to Taylor (and)
that will be really strong and positive contributions.”
When Taylor began researching
and preparing to start the campus
garden at Randall, Guebert contacted Miller for advice from her work
with IWU’s garden. She has spoken
at Taylor at least four times and has
interacted with Taylor students and
faculty alongside IWU students at
Victory Acres. Miller also shared that
she was offered a position at Taylor
once before.
Miller makes an impression on
many of the people she knows. John
Lakanen, dean of physical and applied sciences and executive dean
of the college of arts and sciences at
IWU, works with Miller both as her
colleague and her supervisor in her
current position. He speaks highly of
Miller’s passion and vision and supports her transition into this new role.
“(Miller) is a strong advocate for
causes she believes in,” Lakanen said.
“In everything (Miller) does in the
classroom, you can hear the Gospel
clearly. She has a missionary’s heart
with higher education as the vehicle
to share God’s love.”
Guebert and Hammond both speak
highly of Miller’s background in various roles and fields of research. Along
with her career in various scientific
roles, Miller’s bachelor’s degree was
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Students head to J-term classes in the cold and snowy conditions.

Excused absence
Photograph provided by Grace Ju Miller

After serving Indiana Wesleyan University
as a professor of biology, Grace Ju Miller is
welcomed to Taylor as the new dean of the
School of Natural and Applied Sciences.

a double major in plant biology and
art; Hammond feels her appreciation
of art will aid her interactions with
other deans and administrators and
strengthen her role as a member of a
liberal arts university. Lakanen and
Hammond agree that as a dean she
will further interdisciplinary community and advocate for multiple programs.
As Miller steps into this next
part of her career, Hammond and
Guebert have support and advice
to share. Hammond agrees with a
statement Miller made in her interview process: that she would seek
to understand and get to know
Taylor before making any changes.
Guebert offers the same advice he
shares with anyone who asks, which
he feels Miller already practices: listen to people.
“I’m very excited about starting this
job as dean,” Miller said. “I’m really
blessed to be joining a community
that is reaching out to me.”
echo@taylor.edu

Here’s what you
might’ve missed on
campus during J-term
Braden Ochs
News Co-Editor

J-term Chapel
During J-term, chapel speakers
discussed the four stages of community: pseudo-community, chaos, emptiness and true community.
The speakers on this subject included Jon Cavanagh, Dan Blosser, Scott Barrett and Wynn Coggin.
Other speakers who spoke about
the importance of community included Skip Trudeau and Jay Kesler.
Intramural Volleyball
Many teams played against each
other in volleyball. The champion for the A-league competition was the faculty team “Empire
Spikes Back.”
Take A Knee Questionnaire
The men and women who
kneeled during Silent Night led
a discussion during J-term about
why they took a knee. Many people came to listen, ask questions
and respond.

Coffee and Canvas
For $5, students had the opportunity to paint a canvas and listen
to fellow students perform jazz music, while drinking a drink from the
Jumping Bean.
Taylor Basketball
Both men and women’s basketball played nine games during the
month of January. The men’s team
had four wins and five losses, while
the women’s team had seven wins
and two losses.
Library Board Game Learning
Series
Zondervan Library has developed a fairly substantial collection
of board games whicwh students
can borrow for three days, or they
can play them in the library. The
library has offered first time players an opportunity to play together
while being guided by an experienced player. This event focused on
the game Scythe.
J-term Weather
The lowest recorded temperature during the J-term month was
-8 degrees on January 5.
echo@taylor.edu

J - T E R M S t u d y A b ro a d Tr i p s
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Taylor students praying on top of Trash Mountain in the Philippines.

Sophomore Gillian Isaacson and senior
Nicolaus Eschweiler pose with Filipinos.

Photograph by Riley Hochstetler

Photograph provided by Mark Allsman
Photograph provided by Kelsy Upton

Sophomore Kelsy Upton
enjoys a Greek harbor.

At the Church of the Holy Sepulchre, junior
Lucas Hagen walks out from touching
the bedrock where Jesus was crucified.

Photograph provided by Mark Allsman

Students on the Israel trip visited
the Garden of Gethsemane in Jerusalem.

Photograph provided by Kelsy Upton

(L to R) Sophomore Jenaleigh Ridge, junior Jackie Moskaliuk,
freshman Karrington Ward, sophomores Alex Francis and Kelsy
Upton and juniors Heidi Mitchener and Kaitlyn Kennedy in Greece.

Photograph provided by Mark Allsman

Students on the Israel trip visited
the Dome of the Rock in Jerusalem.

Photograph provided by Sarah Tucker

Freshman Karrington Ward and junior Sarah Tucker
pose infront of the Parthenon in Athens, Greece.

Need any weekend plans? Upcoming local events.
2/2 – 9 a.m.–6 p.m.

2/3 – 6 p.m.–10 p.m.

2/2 & 2/3 – 6 p.m.

2/2 – 4 p.m.

2/7 – 7 p.m.–9 p.m.

James Dean
Birthday Weekend

Walkway of
Lights Gala

Clovis Blackwell
Art Exhibit

"Russian Hacking
the DNC”

Lighthouse Team
Sharing Times

James Dean Gallery
Fairmount, Ind.

Matter Park Garden
Marion, Ind.

MMVA Art Gallery
Taylor University

Euler 109

Euler 109
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“Strongly influenced by his time in Los
Angeles, Riggleman's work emphasizes color
and shine, causing his pieces to have an eyecatching, candy-coated look.”
Animal associations
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Father and son duo plant local church
How Kingdom Life
evolved from intimate
meetings to Sunday
night congregations
Kassidy Hall
Staff Writer

When Bill Heth, professor of biblical
studies, received a call from his son
James in California, Bill was amazed
to hear James announce he was moving back home to Indiana. That was
in 2009.
The reason for the move? To plant a
church. However, that wouldn’t happen for a couple years.
The body of people that would one
day become Kingdom Life found its
roots at Taylor University. Two students, who were both enrolled in
Bill’s Greek class, were inspired to
tell friends of what they learned after they attended a prophetic conference in Tennessee.
“The students knew I was learning
about how to hear God’s voice and I
was just at the beginning stages,” Bill
said. “They came back absolutely excited about what they had learned, so
much so that one young lady called
40 of her friends together and shared
her testimony of what she learned at
the conference.”
What was supposed to be a one
night event turned into a weekly
meeting of believers. In two years,
the group grew from an average attendance of about 20 to 140. When
James moved to Indiana from California, a home group was started in
Bill’s home. The students who met on
a weekly basis, from both Taylor and
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Before they met in a church, Kingdom Life met in Bill Heth’s home. The home group grew tremendously, which was partial reason for finding a new building location.

Indiana Wesleyan, were invited by Bill
to join the new home group.
As James helped lead the home
group, he began attending Exit 59
Church in Gas City. In addition to
regularly attending services, he also
participated in the church’s weekly “teaching pool” with leaders of
the congregation. Through that relationship, Darren Campbell, a pastor at Exit 59, asked James to be one
of his teaching pastors on Sunday
mornings. James, however, declined
the offer because he had something
different in mind.
“James wanted to disciple young
people and connect them with
the Holy Spirit in a very deliberate way,” Bill said. “After a couple of
months, Campbell told James that
he could have Exit 59 Church in the
evening, giving him total access to
the building.”
Upon the partnership with their
host building established in October 2011, rent was paid to Exit 59.
The home group moved into the
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because we don’t want to make the
ministry teams that take place after
the sermon feel as if they come after
the whole service. They are part of
the service.”
Three to five teams of three people
regularly minister to the church body
after the message, according to Bill.
The teams are required to go through
ministry training in what they call
Original Design prayer, something
the leaders learned and adopted from
another ministry called Catalyst. Bill
defined Original Design as “personal
prophetic ministry where we ask the
Lord to give us His thoughts about
what He loves about that person.”
These small ministry teams are also
available for any kind of prayer, including requests for emotional and physical healing. Bill has a folder on his
computer containing stories and testimonies of healings and fulfilled prayer
requests that have come as a result of
ministry taken place at Kingdom Life.
Over the course of many years,
Bill has studied the Bible and many

scholarly texts on the topic of prophecy. On one of his sabbaticals, he examined the function of miracles in the
Gospels. He cites John 14:12, where
Jesus says to his disciples, “I tell you
the solemn truth, the person who believes in me will perform the miraculous deeds that I am doing, and will
perform greater deeds than these, because I am going to the Father,” (NET).
As an elder at Kingdom Life, Bill has
the opportunity to give a message on
some Sunday evenings and serve on
one of the ministry teams. The church
has a large population of Taylor and
Indiana Wesleyan students, as well as
several faculty from both universities.
“One of the most exciting things is
to see students becoming equipped
to minister God’s grace to others and
then just living that out on their dorm
floors,” Bill said. “That’s what I get excited about, because faculty can only
do so much. It’s so cool when students
are able to minster to other students
and have the maturity to do that.”
echo@taylor.edu
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Sports Editor

The Echo aims to represent the views of diverse voices on Taylor
University’s campus fairly and without bias and to be a vehicle
of accurate and pertinent information to the student body. The
Echo also aims to be a forum that fosters healthy discussion about
relevant issues, acting as a catalyst for change on our campus.

new location and named themselves
Kingdom Life. They began to regularly meet as a church body on Sunday evenings.
James was a leader at the church for
over four years before he moved back
to California with his wife Chloe. Bill
continues to hold a leadership position
at Kingdom Life as an elder. Nicholas
Kerton-Johnson, associate professor of
political science and international relations at Taylor, is a key leader at the
church as well. Two Taylor couples impacted by James and Kingdom Life got
married after graduation, found jobs
in Grant County and serve in leadership roles at the church along with
others from Indiana Wesleyan.
“We start service around six,” Bill
said. “We begin with testimonies:
hearing what God is doing in people’s lives. And then we do around
30 minutes of worship. Worship is a
core value of ours. Then there is the
message, which is also around a half
hour. After that, we have something
called a ‘soft end.’ We say a ‘soft end’

Photograph by Rylie Hochstetler

Assistant Professor of Art Jeremie
Riggleman’s first memory of Taylor’s
campus is playing baseball here in college.

Riggleman’s artwork.
Riggleman is interested in the
concept of bestiary, a term for the
link between animals and the personality traits we associate with
them. One of his signature pieces
entitled “Half-Ass Sheep” illustrates
this. He began his process for creating this piece by thinking about
what attributes donkeys and sheep
have and what the Bible says about
donkeys and sheep. He also wanted to play with the juxtaposition of
humor and sincerity.
“I think that in some ways it’s sort
of confessional,” Riggleman said.
“It’s like I want to be like the sheep,
but I’m not always, and I think that
a lot of people can relate to that
whether they’re Christians or not.
I think people understand that
there’s two sides to them. There’s a
side that wants to do right and does
do the right thing and makes good
decisions, and there’s also a side of
us that doesn’t always do that.”
Before Riggleman began sculpting his own animals, he spent time
driving around the Midwest looking for lawn-art animals, photographing them and interviewing
the home owners about their significance. When he moved to Los
Angeles, he altered this process by
buying his own lawn art and staging it in various locations such as
backyards of abandoned homes. He
would then use the series of photographs to tell stories.
While he was in Los Angeles, a
friend suggested he begin sculpting his own animals. While he was
opposed at first, Riggleman eventually warmed up to the idea and
made his first mold of a fox.
“I think sculpture is problem

Photograph provided by Jeremie Riggleman

Assistant Professor of Art Jeremie Riggleman’s “Zoo of Lusts” falls
into the artistic category of kitsch, which he finds to be ironically beautiful.

solving,” Riggleman said. “It engages a part of my brain that I like
to play with. So an artist is often
making problems for themselves
and then trying to figure out how
to solve those problems in interesting ways that make the viewer
interested in something that they
care about.”
Riggleman begins his process by
brainstorming in a sketchbook, prioritizing what he wants done first
and considering the cost of each
piece, all of which he is doing in
preparation for his show in Metcalf
Gallery this upcoming fall. Strongly
influenced by his time in Los Angeles,
Riggleman’s work emphasizes color
and shine, causing his pieces to have
an eye-catching, candy-coated look.

Recently, Riggleman’s “Zoo of
Lusts” was chosen for a traveling exhibit created by Christians
in the Visual Arts (CIVA). The title
of Riggleman’s piece references a
C.S. Lewis quote from “Surprised
by Joy: The Shape of My Early Life”
that reads, “For the first time I examined myself with a seriously practical purpose. And there I found
what appalled me; a zoo of lusts, a
bedlam of ambitions, a nursery of
fears, a harem of fondled hatreds.
My name was legion.” The exhibit,
entitled “The Beautiful” is currently
at Calvin College.
You can learn more about Riggleman and his work at jeremieriggleman.com.
echo@taylor.edu

The Echo is looking for a Life & Times Co-Editor.
Email echo@taylor.edu for more details.
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ECHOES FROM
“ECHOES”
FROMACROSS
ACROSSTHE
THE SEA

A compilation of
J-term testimonies
Kassidy Weemhoff
Life & Times Editor

While some of Taylor’s students were
tackling on-campus classes during
J-term, many enjoyed the month traveling across the globe. One category of
these endeavors is Taylor’s Lighthouse
program. With opportunities to serve
and learn in the Czech Republic, Ecuador, Ethiopia, Southeast Asia and Spain,
Taylor students shined overseas. With
each trip comes different experiences,
perspectives and stories. We asked a
few students to give us a glimpse into
what these Lighthouse trips look like,
and here are their takes on what this
past month looked like.
Czech Republic: Amanda Heggem
Oh you better believe the snowy,
beautiful Czech Republic has a piece of
my heart. The month of January for me
was one of challenge and a time where
God revealed to me the beauty of the
body of Christ. My team was made of
individuals of different gifts and abilities and together, enhanced our ability to reach others. What I might have
counted as weakness in myself was a
strength of another. We leaned on each
other during the hard days and rejoiced
in the good.
One of our main priorities of the trip
was to plant seeds and encourage the
body of Christ in the Czech Republic’s
primarily atheistic society. Because of
the nature of the trip, it was difficult at
times to see the fruit from the seeds that
had been sown. There was one day in
particular that I had been discouraged
by this, but God came in just in time
as He always does. That day, one of the
Czech leaders shared with us her testimony. Six years ago, God had brought
a Taylor team that initially sparked her
interest in who He was, which was the
seed that eventually bore fruit to her
faith in Him. Because of my time in the
Czech Republic, I have seen that God
is in the midst of everything, and is at
work even when we don’t see it.

Photograph provided by Amanda Heggem

Taylor students gather on the St. Charles Bridge overlooking one of the beautiful landscapes in the Czech Republic.

Czech Republic: Jake Helton
My team and I spent the month in
classrooms of local schools giving
students the opportunity to practice
speaking English. The time outside of
the classroom was spent with the leaders of Signal Church and their student
organization, Crossroads. We were a
point of connection for the students in
Chotebor to get involved at Crossroads.
The Czech leaders organized outreach
events throughout the month such as
sporting events and lock-ins. Throughout all of this, God started revealing to
me a little about humility. Within the
first couple of days, almost every member of the team came to the realization
that we were very unneeded in the town
of Chotebor. The things we were doing
in the classrooms and in the community seemed tedious and insignificant.
Easily something the Czech leaders could have done, and have been

doing, without us. But they still wanted us there. In the same way, God didn’t
need me or my team to minister to the
Czechs. He easily could’ve just used the
church that already exists there. Yet, He
still called us to do it. The fact that the
maker of the universe has specifically
chosen me by name to do any task He
could easily handle Himself, is an extremely humbling thought.
South East Asia: Sammi Lawson
In countries where sharing the gospel
is illegal, missionaries must get creative.
This is the case in some of the most rural areas of Southeast Asia, where my
team and I had the pleasure of spending J-term. In the name of cross-cultural exchange, we stayed in host homes
on three different islands of an Islamic
people group. We ate their food, wore
their clothes, spoke their language (or
at least tried to), learned their stories
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Junior Madisen Law had the opportunity to experience a different culture in rural Southeast Asia.
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Students gather around a delicious Ecuadorian meal and share quality conversation.

and shared some of our own. We made
friendship bracelets, mixed cement,
drank super sweet tea and learned
to love public “mandi” (showers). We
played hand-clap games, held many
tiny hands and posed for many, many
pictures. They welcomed us like family and treated us like honored guests.
They opened their homes and their
hearts to us. They laughed with us,
cried with us, played with us and enjoyed being with us. Presence is a
powerful thing. Too often, the joy and
sorrow of simply being human is overpowered by schedules, expectations
and productivity. On the islands, we
saw Immanuel revealed through the
consistent presence of our hosts, each
other and the holy spirit.

learned as much as we taught and we
grew as much as we sought to plant
seeds. I was astoundedly blessed to
witness the vibrancy of the Church
in Ethiopia and witness just how lively worship can really be. All in all, our
purpose was to bless the people of Yetebon through the incredible work already being done at Project Mercy. We
were pushed to our physical limits by
their energy, encouraged by their commitment to serve and challenged by the
simplicity of the Ethiopian church. God
revealed Himself through the beautiful subtlety of His love being poured
out through Project Mercy, its school
and the beautiful kids we have come to
call friends.
echo@taylor.edu

Ethiopia: Aaron Voss
This past January, I had the opportunity to travel to Yetebon, Ethiopia,
a small village two hours from Addis
Ababa, with twelve other students to
work at a place called Project Mercy. Project Mercy is an organization
which uniquely caters to the needs of
native Ethiopians with a commitment
to Christian values and ministry. Primarily, this organization focuses on
education, sustainable development
and promoting healthy living. The
group I travelled with came from all
different backgrounds and majors
and various reasons for going but
with a common goal of being used
for God’s work.
So, onto what we did. Our days in
Ethiopia were spent teaching English
to precious students ranging from kindergarten to second grade. Although
absolutely none of us were education
majors, we found ourselves growing
more comfortable and competent in
teaching the longer we were there. We

Exploring the marketplace, students
take in the sights and sounds of Ecuador.
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Junior Jake Hirsch spends time with the Ethiopian students on his Lighthouse trip.

“Too often, the joy and sorrow of simply
being human is overpowered by schedules,
expectations and productivity.”
‘Echoes’ from across the sea
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Five little-known places you should visit in Grant County
One student’s suggestions
for your spring bucket list

Try watching "Rebel Without a Cause"
before making your free visit.

Cassidy Grom

Cardinal Greenway
Minutes from Taylor: 14
Trailhead address: N Water Street,
Jonesboro, IN (Pass R.J. Baskett
Middle School. The trailhead is on
the left.)

Contributor

When everyone left Taylor last May,
I stuck around. On the recommendations of locals, I went on several
(cheap) mini-adventures around the
county. Here are my top five activities
that will make you feel like a Grant
County local.

Pros: When completed, the Cardinal Greenway will go from Richmond
through Muncie and past Marion, but
let's be honest: most of us can't bike
that far anyway. For a short 4.5-mile
bike ride, hop on the trailhead at Water Street in Jonesboro and ride north
to Miller Avenue in Marion — there
is an easy-to-follow bike path the
whole way.

Kammy's Kafe
Minutes from Taylor: 17
Address: 117 E 4th St., Jonesboro, IN
Hours: 7 a.m. to 7 p.m. daily (8 a.m.
to 3 p.m. on Sundays)
Pros: When the brick road starts to
make your car bounce, you're on the
right track. Kammy's in Jonesboro is
quaint; on a recent afternoon, the
red carnations and baby’s breath on
the tables made the already red and
black themed restaurant look Valentines-date ready. But the sizable
tables and barstool seating could
comfortably fit your whole wing or
floor. Coffee is one dollar, and the
burgers taste fresh and filling. It's
the sort of place where older men
wearing hats gather to exchange
tales, and high school sweethearts
sit side-by-side.
Cons: The wifi is excellent, but there
are few outlets. The overall vibe isn't
a sit-and-study one.
Nutcracker Sweets
Minutes from Taylor: 13
Address: 243 E Main St., Gas City, IN
Hours: 12 p.m. to 6 p.m. Tuesday
through Friday, 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. Saturday, closed Sundays & Mondays
Pros: As a relatively new addition to
the town we all know and love for
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Just one of the hidden gems of Grant County, Kammy’s Kafe is open
to anyone who wants a nostalgic environment and scrumptious meal off-campus.

its Comic Sans-branded water tower, Nutcracker Sweets offers low-cost
candy from a variety of countries. If
you don't have a craving for candy, the
large selection of cane-sugar — as opposed to the typical corn-syrup — sodas in glass bottles may be a better buy.
Their build-your-own-stuffed-animal
area is fun for those who reminisce
about days at Build-A-Bear Workshop.
Co-owner Elizabeth Adams thoroughly understands her community and is
always happy to chat.
Cons: The limited hours means no
evening candy runs.
Gardens of Matter Park
Minutes from Taylor: 29
Address: N River Road & Quarry
Road, Marion, IN

Pros: Matter Park on the north side
of Marion is the closest you'll get to
a manicured British lawn. The flower gardens are suitable for long, slow
and contemplative walks, and when
you look closely, you'll probably spot
Monarch butterflies or hand-painted rocks. Feel free to take the stones,
but to play the county-wide game correctly, rehide them somewhere else
for the next person to find. According
to Evelyn Dunham, a Marion resident,
barbeque pits are available outside
the Gardens for celebratory springis-here cookouts.
Cons: If you go after March, wedding parties may occupy the mustsee garden.
James Dean Gallery
Minutes from Taylor: 15

Address: 425 N Main St., Fairmount,
IN
Hours: 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. daily

Cons: Upland and nearby towns are
working to finish the path and connect Gaston to Jonesboro, but right
now it’s incomplete. For those hesitant to bike on gravel paths or state
roads to get to the trailhead, it's best
to load your bikes in the car and
park at the trailhead's parking lot.
echo@taylor.edu

Pros: The late James Dean has
achieved saint status among diehard fans in Fairmount. Remembered as an icon of teenage angst
and disillusionment, Dean was born
in Marion and raised in Fairmount.
After he died tragically at the age of
24, Fairmount has become an annual pilgrimage site for over 20,000
"Deaners." The huge James Dean festival isn't until September, but the
gallery gives a thorough — if comparatively subdued — overview of
the legacy Dean left.
Cons: If you only know Dean's name
from Taylor Swift's song, "Style," you
might not find the gallery interesting.

Echograms #TaylorU

Photograph by Riley Hochstetler

Sophomore Gillian Isaacson
examines a gazebo amidst the
shrubbery of the Gardens of Matter Park.

#TaylorU’s

TOP
TWEETS
Peyton Nill@ peytonnill
Overheard from the Wengatz DC
table 30 feet away: *slams fist
on table* “Do you even WANT to
integrate faith and learning???”
#tayloru

Rachel Knight@ knightbookworm
Last night, I went to bed early.
Tonight, I have a big pile of
homework. Spring semester, here
I come! #tayloru

@brooke_harrison21
Show off your TU pride & support an amazing cause. OnMission
apparel is sewn by adult Haitians who have transitioned out of an
orphanage AND paid beyond a living wage. #OnMission #TaylorU

@shelbydelay
Hygge: the Danish word for the art of building sanctuary, community
and what makes us feel open-hearted and alive-- a feelings of coziness,
belonging and contentment no matter the weather... #tayloru

Jack McNeil@ jack_mac34
Every single time I come home
when I go to the bathroom I’m
always scared to move around at
all because I’m so used to that
causing an unwanted flush at
school #TaylorU
Linda Karen Taylor@ LindaEdits
I think I have "syllabi-itis." Is that
a thing? It should totally be a
thing. #tayloru
Carson@ Thatcarsonguy
Only at Taylor does your prof
stand up in the middle of class
and say “let’s go get Starbucks.”
#tayloru
Shelby Cline@ Shelby_Cline
When your throat hurts from
singing/screaming so loud at a
ring down... worth it. #TaylorU
Cassidy Grom@ CassidyGrom
Day one: tried to use my subway
card to swipe into my dorm.
#ClassINtheCornfields #TaylorU

@kaitbedel
Our victory pose after a successful night at Coffee and Canvas! #tayloru

@tayloru_rugby
For the first time in our short club history, Taylor
Rugby Union has cracked the top 40! 16th in the
nation. Well done lads #tayloru #TaylorUrugby

Graham Brown@ MrBrown_CanMoo
Dear girl who watched me bite
it on the ice this morning, I
appreciate you not laughing, but
please don't tell anyone. Thank
you. Peace and Love, Graham
Brown

A&E

“Overall, ‘The Greatest Showman’ is a fun, lighthearted story about family, love, dreams and
finding acceptance.”
‘The Greatest Showman’ movie review
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Laughing all the way from pirates to Penzance
‘Pirates of
Penzance’ lights up
the stage with laughter
Elizabeth Hartmann
A&E Editor

Dancing pirates and brightly dressed
girls take the stage this weekend in
Taylor’s Lyric Theatre’s production of
the classic “The Pirates of Penzance.”
Start off the semester with endless laughter tonight and tomorrow
at 8 p.m. and Sunday at 2 p.m. in the
Recital Hall with this timeless opera
carefully tailored for Taylor’s community.
Gilbert and Sullivan’s “The Pirates
of Penzance” follows the story of Frederic, a pirate apprentice, as he grates
against those in authority. Torn between romance and loyalty, he is
forced to act against his will because
of his sense of duty.
Taylor’s Lyric Theatre revamps this
classic production with flair. Sophomore Brandt Maina, who plays the Pirate King, said they’ve made the story
their own. They’ve even added a Taylor themed verse to one of the production’s most iconic songs.
From the merciful pirates to the
cowardly policemen, the characters’
antics are sure to leave you laughing. But this production isn’t limited to insane quantities of laughter.
When your eyes stop streaming with
tears and you manage to catch your
breath, there are many meaningful
moments. Senior Alexis Turner, who

Photograph by Riley Hochstetler

Frederic and Mabel, played by seniors John Broda and Alexis Turner, when they first meet.

plays Mabel, Frederic’s love interest,
said the play is perfectly balanced
with humor and authenticity.

Photograph by Riley Hochstetler

The Pirate King, played by sophomore Brandt Maina, leading his crew of pirates.

“It is not all just making fun and
mocking the entire time; there is a lot
of authenticity to it and that is what
makes it,” Turner said.
Amidst the laughter and wit of the
show, be careful to watch for a deeper meaning. Sophomore Laura Jeggle,
who plays one of the Major-General’s
daughters, points out the production’s theme of not judging people
on their appearance and that things
aren’t always what they seem.
The director of the play, Associate
Professor of Music, Lyric Theatre and
Voice Conor Angell, said that although
“The Pirates of Penzance” hints at issues of gender, class, privilege and the
question of legitimate authority, they
aren’t approached seriously.
This humorous way of bringing up
serious issues makes them accessible, Angell explains that he likes that
lighthearted approach.
But the heart of the play is to laugh
at some of the absurdities of the past.
“It is such a satire, farcical piece,
and it is making fun at old English beliefs and morals like that sense of duty
that would push you to do things that
you think are ridiculous,” Maina said.
Overlaying the laughter is the hum
of violin strings and dancing melodies
of the flutes. The beautiful strains of

music and the incredible talent of the
cast support one another to produce
a wonderful opera.
However, “The Pirates of Penzance”
is not your typical opera.
“I think a lot of people have the
stigma that classical music is kind
of serious and operas are just people
standing on the stage singing loudly
and obnoxiously,” senior Lauren Vock,
who plays Isabel, said.
Instead, this opera, she said, is filled

with laughter and movement.
Whether you attend to hear the
magnificent music or for an evening
of laughter, “The Pirates of Penzance”
is sure to delight.
“It is hilarious and funny and also
kind of relatable, but also not because
it is so silly,” Maina said. “If anyone
wants to come and just laugh hysterically at a bunch of pirates and old
people, then come over and have fun.”
echo@taylor.edu
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Major-General Stanley, played by senior Ty Kinter shows off his Taylor spirit.

‘The Greatest Showman’ movie review
Is it the greatest
show on Earth?
Rylie Harrison
Contributor

“The Greatest Showman” tells the
story of P.T. Barnum, the optimistic dreamer behind the Barnum
and Bailey Circus, also known as
“The Greatest Show on Earth.” The
film stars Hugh Jackman, Zac Efron
and Zendaya.
I must say, as someone who is not
a fan of musicals, I sincerely enjoyed
this movie. The music was exceptional and all the dance numbers were
beautiful to watch.
One aspect of the movie that stood
out to me was the cinematography.
This is a gorgeous film. The transitions are seamless. The director
employs a lot of panning shots and
camera tricks that bring the world
to life without being distracting
or disorienting.
As far as performances, Hugh Jackman once again delivers a fantastic
performance. The character of P.T.
Barnum required a level of charisma
and joy to balance a troubled past and
Jackman pulls it off flawlessly. Playing the role of Barnum’s apprentice
and business partner, Phillip Carlyle,
Zac Efron returns to his singing and
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Come learn to play the piano!

Time to take piano lessons!
Photograph provided by Pexels

Grab some popcorn and get ready to hear about a new movie!

dancing roots. As someone who was a
huge “High School Musical” fan back
in the day, it was great to see Efron
return to form, and better than ever.
Finally, Zendaya fills the role of Anne
Wheeler, a trapeze artist who is part
of a brother/sister duo. Her success
post-Disney Channel has honestly
surprised me and this film proved to
me that she has some serious staying power.
It is notable to point out “The Greatest Showman” is first and foremost
a movie meant for entertainment,

not necessarily historical accuracy.
Therefore, do not go into this movie
expecting a biopic about the reality of
Barnum’s life and show.
Overall, “The Greatest Showman” is
a fun, light-hearted story about family,
love, dreams and finding acceptance.
The best way I can describe it is to say
it is a feel-good movie that will leave a
smile on your face. My only warning
is that the music will make its home
in your head and you will play the
soundtrack on a loop for the next week.
echo@taylor.edu

The Center for Musical
Development (CMD) at
Taylor University will be
offering piano lessons for
the Spring 2018 semester
Lessons begin the week of Feb. 8 and
conclude the week of May 11.
Taylor students will offer lessons
to beginning and returning students
Monday through Friday between 3
and 8 p.m.
Cost is $8 per 30-minute lesson and
$12 per 45-minute lesson.

Professional teachers will offer private lessons for all ages.
Cost is $13.50 per 30-minute lesson
and $18 per 45-minute lesson.
Contact Kathy Grile for more
information at kgrile@att.net or
765-730-0693.
echo@taylor.edu
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“Either way, both traditions have a rather
nice ring to it. Or, shall we say, cha-ching to it?”
Cha-ching by spring
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“Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or
prohibiting the free exercise thereof; or abridging the freedom of speech,
or of the press; or the right of the people peaceably to assemble, and to
petition the Government for a redress of grievances.”
—The First Amendment to the U.S. Constitution
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Why we should cheer for
the New England Patriots
Enjoy the NFL’s greatest
dynasty while you can
Josiah Peterson
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Our View

State of the Union
address unlikely to unify
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President of the United States Donald Trump pauses for
applause during his first State of the Union address on Tuesday evening.

President Donald Trump’s first State
of the Union address was televised
from the U.S. Capitol building Tuesday evening to over 40 million viewers. In one of the longest addresses on
record, President Trump told stories
of American resilience in the face of
adversity, expressed optimism regarding the ongoing changes his administration is ushering in and called for
unity despite the deep political divide
America is experiencing today.
“Tonight, I call upon all of us to
set aside our differences, to seek out
common ground and to summon the
unity we need to deliver for the people,” President Trump said.
Indeed, the tone of this address
seemed to differ greatly from Trump’s
speeches in the past. Some have
called his speech Tuesday more presidential than we’ve seen from him thus
far. The transcript even reads somewhat grand, as a gleaming declaration of goals and successes under
this administration.
Despite the rhetoric change, his
words have fallen remarkably flat for
many. The Washington Post Editorial Board put it perfectly Wednesday
morning, asking, “Have a president’s
words ever rung more hollow?” This
year’s State of the Union address happened within a particularly troubling
context — from the ongoing Russia
probe, to Trump’s recent backhanded
insults toward certain ethnic groups,
there was a lot for the president to
move past in his address.
Does it make a difference, though?
Well, history has taught us that perhaps a change in rhetoric or even a
bad context do not affect much with
regards to State of the Union addresses, because the address is not necessarily meant to sway public opinion.
“I think after listening to it, people
who already liked the things Trump
highlighted still like them, and people

who already disliked them still dislike
them,” said senior Alex Berends.
That is traditionally true. Many a
national opinion survey has proven
that people don’t often change their
mind following a State of the Union
address. Presidential approval ratings
are also unlikely to be influenced, said
Professor of Political Science Jakob
Miller, citing research.
Miller went on to say that the
minds of legislators are unlikely to
be changed in the aftermath, either.
Why do we have a State of the Union
address, then? Does all this research
render the annual State of the Union
address futile and obsolete?
“The State of the Union isn’t meaningless,” Miller said. “It serves as a
useful symbol of what an administration finds important, and as a barometer of issues that are currently
concerning WashingtonIt is also one
of the few political addresses that
gets widespread coverage, helping to
boost political awareness in the viewing audience. But in terms of having
an actual impact, the last State of the
Union will be just as effective as all
the others: not very.”
It is unlikely this State of the Union
will serve as a unifying event for lawmakers, like the president’s address
might have been intended, and not simply because of what we’ve seen in past
addresses. Indeed, it is made even less
likely because of the troubling context
in which it was given, making many of
the president’s claims ring especially
hollow. Political unification is far more
likely to happen in action than in the aftermath of any speech. Perhaps Trump’s
shift to storytelling from bullying is a
step in a more civil direction, but time
and Twitter will tell.
The opinions expressed here represent the views of The Echo Editorial
Board, and not necessarily those of
Taylor University.

Contributor

I am here to
make the case
for the student
body and faculty of Taylor University to cheer
for the New England Patriots
in Super Bowl LII this Sunday. This
opinion begins in a swamp; this is
not the swamp with the green guy,
the talking donkey or the waffles, but
the swamp of San Mateo, California.
Forty years ago, a young boy named
Tom was born who grew to love football. He grew to college age and went
to the University of Michigan (Go
Blue!) to fight for a starting quarterback position for four years. Then, he
entered the NFL Draft. It was not until
the sixth round, until 198 young players were drafted, including six future
quarterbacks, that Tom Brady was
picked by the New England Patriots.
This un-athletic late draft pick met
the owner of these Patriots and said
to Robert Kraft’s face, “I am the best
decision this organization has ever
made.” And he was not even the starting quarterback.
When Tom Brady got the starting
job for New England, he managed to
throw the ball well with a huge chip
on his shoulder. And he never looked
back. Beginning in the 2001 season,
Tom Brady has been dominant in
the league. His team has only one
season below 10 wins and only three
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below 12 wins in a 16-game season.
He has started more playoff games
than any other player (36) and won
more as well (27). Brady is going to
his record-setting eighth Super Bowl
on Sunday, and he has already won
the Super Bowl five times, which is
another record. If he wins on Sunday,
he will have six rings. This means that
he will have as many Super Bowl wins
as the Pittsburgh Steelers. The Steelers are the only organization to have
six Super Bowl victories and they
are one of the oldest teams, having
been established in 1933. Tom Brady
is about to match this in just 17 years.
This dynasty that the Patriots have
held for almost two decades will not
last for much longer. Head coach Bill
Belichick, Brady and company do
not have many more years in them,
so why cheer for them to fail? In 10
years, we can look back at this dynasty and marvel at the six plus Super Bowl victories and see that this
was the most dominant team for

two decades. Then it will be someone else’s turn. Until then, let us all
respect the greatest and cheer for him
to continue to lead his team to another Super Bowl victory.
This opinion article is not the GOAT,
but Tom Brady is the GOAT. Also,
Third Center Olson and Third East
Wengatz will win Airband.
echo@taylor.edu
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Tom Brady has led one of the most
dominant franchises in sports history.

Cha-ching
by spring
A new tradition to
celebrate all spring
accomplishments
Hope Bolinger &
Alyssa Roat
Contributors

Scenario One:
Student One:
Hey, Student
Two, I just got
the internship
I applied for.
Student Two
(with mild enthusiasm):
Wow, th at ’s
neat. Congratulations.
Scenario Two:
Student One:
Hey, guys! Guess
what! I’m going on a coffee date with
Taylor Guy Number Five!
Student Two: Oh my goodness!
Wow! Tell me all about it! Where
are you going? What size ring will
you wear? When is the wedding?
How many kids? I can’t believe
it! Hey, everyone, come hear the
awesome news! I can’t wait for the
ring down!
Everyone: Oh my goodness! A repeat of what the above person said!
Although the above scenarios
may have exaggerated said events,
Taylor’s spring lacks recognition
for all types of accomplishments.
Ring downs are a great way to celebrate a transition into a major life
stage that merits commemoration.
But what about the student who,

Over 40 million people tuned in for this year’s State of the Union address.
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The New England Patriots will take the field Sunday to make their
eighth Super Bowl appearance in 16 years. Why cheer for them to fail?
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In the midst of all the ring downs, why not celebrate with a cha-ching down?

after months of search and 15 rejections, has finally gotten the job?
We have decided to offer an additional tradition to enliven the
cold, dark spring semester ; we
christened this event “Cha-ching
by Spring,” our take on the engagement tradition of the ring down
featured in our dorm, English Hall.
Other dorms also participate, but
the example below comes from our
experience in English.

“What size ring will you wear?
When is the wedding? How
many kids? I can’t believe it!”
In the ring down, the engaged
student informs her PA that she is
now engaged. A secretive message
summons all members of the wing
to an unknown meeting. Chanting
ensues as the students sing “Going to the Chapel of Love,” by The
Dixie Cups, all wondering who the
lucky woman is. The wing members pass around a candle with the
ring attached on a string. When
it reaches the engaged student,
she blows out the candle and all

cheer. Then she tells the story of
her engagement.
“Cha-ching down” follows a similar pattern. The friends (and family if they can make the journey)
will circle around and sing, “Heigh
ho, heigh ho, it’s off to work we
go.” Huddled in a circle, they will
pass around a stapler. When the
stapler reaches the student who
has attained a post-graduation
job, he or she will press the stapler together, and will share the
story of how he or she finally realized his or her dream. After all,
engagement stories tend to have
riveting narratives, but so do the
stories of near-failed interviews,
business suit mishaps and unexpected connections.
This way, we can rejoice in all
sorts of accomplishments and
transitions into new phases of life
after senior year. Because whether we honor an engagement or a
student who received a hard-toget position, either way, both traditions have a rather nice ring
to it. Or, shall we say, cha-ching
to it?
echo@taylor.edu

Join the campus discussion by submitting your own letter-to-the-editor (max. 300 words) or guest column
(max. 600 words) to andrew_hoff@taylor.edu by Tuesday at midnight. Word limits will be enforced. Letters or guest columns exceeding these word limits will either be edited to length by the Opinions page editor
or the writer may be given the opportunity to do so, at the Opinions page editor’s sole discretion. Please include a headshot photo of yourself. The Echo only accepts submisions from current faculty, staff or students.

TROJAN NATION

“Our guys have gotten so much better
defensively. We’ve cleaned up a lot of areas that
I think hurt us in December when we kind of
went on a skid.”
Men’s basketball shaken up in tough season

TheEchoNews.com
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Taylor lacrosse finds a conference

Men’s and women’s
lacrosse join WHAC
Justin Chapman
Sports Editor

The Taylor University Athletic Department announced Monday men’s and
women’s lacrosse teams will officially
will be a part of the Wolverine-Hoosier Athletic Conference (WHAC). This
now solidifies most of their schedule
since they will be competing against
other schools within the conference.
The men’s lacrosse team will begin
their varsity program next year in the
spring of 2019. Women’s varsity lacrosse will not begin until the spring
of 2020.
The WHAC consists of 11 NAIA
schools. The schools in the conference
competing in men’s lacrosse include
Aquinas, Concordia, Indiana Tech,
Lawrence Tech, Lourdes, Madonna
Michigan-Dearborn and Siena Heights.
The only school not competing in women’s lacrosse is
Michigan-Dearborn.
“We’re playing in one of the toughest
conferences in the NAIA,” said men’s lacrosse head coach Jared Nies. “We’re
(going to) have great competition up
and down the board. Everything is
going to be earned in that conference,
and we’re really excited to get after it.”
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Men’s lacrosse head coach Jared Nies will head into next year’s inaugural season knowing his team will be a part of the WHAC.

Six of the eight men’s schools
used to participate in the club conference Taylor was a part of, creating a sense of familiarity for the
team. The conference was called the
Central Collegiate Lacrosse Association, a conference in the Men’s
Collegiate Lacrosse Association.
Taylor left the conference after the
2015 season.
The WHAC conference started men’s and women’s lacrosse
in 2012, and was the first conference to sponsor every sport. As of
last year, the winner of the WHAC

tournament will acquire an automatic bid into the NAIA National Invitational.
Director of Intercollegiate Athletics Kyle Gould believes joining a conference helps gain recruits. Recruits
want to see if the school has the right
facilities and is a part of a conference.
It helps the sport feel more like an actual intercollegiate sport.
“The main difference between this
conference and the Crossroads League
is there aren’t as many Christian schools,”
Gould said. “They’re schools about our
size. Some of them have protestant or

The Echo Sports

catholic background, many of them
don’t. It’s similar to our football conference where there’s enough of a fit that it
makes sense for us.”
Gould also emphasized the fact the
lacrosse teams now have the chance
to play for a conference championship.
No matter the conference, teams have
the goal of winning their conference.
The women’s team hopes to find their
head coach this summer and prepare for
their season debut in 2020. The men’s
team will continue to build and prepare
for their season approaching in 2019.
echo@taylor.edu

Trojans rebound after loss to Marian

Women’s basketball
wins close game against
Saint Francis 66–61
Lauren Taylor
Contributor

After a winning streak of five games,
the Trojans fell short in a loss to No.
5 Marian last weekend.
“The five-game streak was a credit to
the players for their work ethic everyday,” said head coach Jody Martinez.
Their record improved to 17–8 and
10–3 in conference.
With the long break from school,
Martinez stated the team has improved immensely and been more focused than ever before.
“We have definitely come together more as a team and have been
able to find a way to close out
games, whereas earlier in the season, we struggled with finishing

games strong,” said sophomore Jamie Netzley.
The Trojans’ most recent win took
place last week versus the Spring Arbor Cougars. Junior Kendall Bradbury
led the team with 22 points and six rebounds. Senior Josie Cobb also contributed four steals and seven assists.
This game was the fifth in Taylor’s
winning streak, shooting 52.1 percent
and winning the game 62–49.
“Our biggest success thus far has
been how well we have played in conference,” Netzley said. “We have had
a couple of tough losses, but most
games we have been able to establish
our rhythm and show others in the
conference that we aren’t the same
team that we were last year and that
they shouldn’t look past us.”
Despite the strength shown
throughout these games, the Trojans
fell short in their following game to
No. 5 Marian, losing 72–54.
The team started out strong,

shooting 100 percent from the free
throw line and out rebounding the
Knights 36–30. Both Bradbury and senior Cassidy Wyse finished the game
just shy of a double-double with nine
points and 12 rebounds and 19 points
nine rebounds, respectively.
However, the Trojans fell in the end,
going scoreless for the last six minutes of the game, ending their winning streak.
“We learned from our mistakes with
Marian and not dwelling on the loss,”
Cobb said. “We are excited to compete
again and ready to get after it.”
Martinez said the team is using the
loss as a learning opportunity, showing the team where they are lacking
strength and allowing them to improve
in those areas before the next game.
Wednesday night, the team met
Saint Francis and were hungry for a
win. The Trojans kept the lead for the
majority of the game, but ended the
last quarter down by seven points.

Photograph by Brad Timmerman

Senior guard Josie Cobb recorded 1o points and five assists against Saint Francis.

Despite this setback, they came back
stronger than ever in the fourth quarter, outscoring USF 29–17. The team
took another win under their belt,
with a final score of 66-61.
Kendall Bradbury led the team with
a stunning double-figure performance
of 22 points and 15 rebounds.
“I love this team and how much they
have improved since we started in September,” Martinez said. “With one
month left of basketball, I just want
this team to love each other and love
each day we are together.”

Throughout the next month,
the Trojans are striving to improve their consistency and to play
with confidence.
Cobb added they want to be the
best they can be every day for the
rest of the season. The Trojans do not
want to have any regrets once the season ends, and they want to leave everything on the court.
The Trojans will play again tomorrow in Odle, facing Mount Vernon Nazarene at 1 p.m.
echo@taylor.edu

Men’s basketball shaken up in tough season
Trojans fall into a few
mid-season losing streaks

contains enough talent and enough
experience to hold a better record
than this.
Justin Chapman
To mix the starting five up, head
coach Josh Andrews took senior forSports Editor
ward Keaton Hendricks out of the
After starting the season 8–1, the starting lineup and substituted him
men’s basketball team has lost 10 of for freshman guard Vincent Miranda.
their last 16 games. Their record now
“It helped coming into a starting
stands at 14–11.
lineup with guys that had experience
Since their great start, the team and have been around the block a few
encountered multiple two- or three- times,” Miranda said. “It happened
game losing streaks. Once they won earlier in the year when we were goone, they then lost multiple games in ing through a little bit of a lull, just
a row.
to switch it up, (to) try some new
This recent mid-season skid does things defensively.”
not seem to add up. The only playPutting Miranda into the lineup
ers the Trojans lost from last year gives the Trojans a smaller lineup,
were two bench players. This team but one which can compete better if

Scoreboard

game in the conference tournament.
Taylor may have to win the rest of
their games to have a shot of makother teams are quicker and hold a
ing the national tournament again
smaller starting lineup.
this year.
In the Trojans most recent game,
Improvements are still being
Taylor fell to Saint Francis 89–58.
made by the team, and they are still
According to Andrews, the Trojans
full of hope as they near the end of
became too careless with the ball
the season.
and committed too many turnovers.
“We’ve got a lot of dangerous playSaint Francis took advantage of Tayers; we think we’re a dangerous team,”
lor’s mistakes and turned the Trojans’
Andrews said. “Our guys have gotten
turnovers into points.
so much better defensively. We’ve
“(It’s) not the end of the world that
cleaned up a lot of areas that I think
we lost the (Saint Francis) game; we’re
hurt us in December when we kind of
still in shape to make the conference
went on a skid.”
Photograph by Brad Timmerman
tournament,” said sophomore guard
Playing the Crossroads League conMason Degenkolb. “We just need to
ference can make for a terribly tough
Junior forward Jake Heggeland put
up five points against Saint Francis.
make sure we’re playing the best basschedule. Tomorrow, they will face
ketball we can when conference tourLast year, the Trojans headed into Mount Vernon Nazarene with tip-off
nament time rolls around. From there, the national tournament with a re- set for 3 p.m. in Odle Arena.
anything can happen.”
cord of 20–11 after losing their first
echo@taylor.edu

Joe Ingersoll

Miriam Wood

MEN’S BASKETBALL

WOMEN’S TRACK AND FIELD

Results
from T aylor
Athletics
Baseball
1/26 Ave Maria

W 8–7

1/27 Ave Maria

L 1–0

1/27 Ave Maria

W 5–0

Athletes
Papa

1/30 Saint Francis

1/31 Saint Francis

L 89–58

Soccer
Christian Allen

L 72–54
W 66–61

Hometown

Business Management Systems

W 68–63

Women’s Basketball
1/27 Marian

Year

Elkhorn, Wisconsin

Men’s Basketball
1/27 Marian

Senior
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“Rolex” – Ayo & Teo

Week

of the

Junior
Winterville, North Carolina

Major

If you could play another
sport, what would it be?

Funniest teammate

Bio-pre-med
Soccer
Plenseh-Tay Sakeuh

Pump-up song “Remember the Name” – Fort Minor

Ivanhoes is proud to sponsor The Echo’s Athletes of the Week!
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